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Strategy and anticipation for 2-4 players 
 
STORY 
 
It’s widely known that the dwarfs who live in the 
mountains work hard extracting metals inside their 
dark chambers. But what most people ignore is their 
fondness of mine wagons races.  

 
Today, some restless dwarfs have gathered for a 
new competition. In front of them, a little maze of 
spinning platforms traversed by rails awaits them to 
be crossed. 

 
Will you be able to manage your team skilfully 
enough, by moving mine wagons and rotating 
platforms, to be the first to guide all your dwarfs 
beyond the opposite end of the maze?  

 
MATERIAL 

 
- A 7x7 board with 13 printed squares.  

 
- 4 red wagons, 4 blue wagons, 3 yellow wagons and 
3 white wagons.  

 
- The Rock. 

 
- 48 tiles (platforms): 9 in blue, 9 in red, 7 in yellow, 5 
in white and 18 in green. There will be three types (L, 
I, T): 

 
 

 
 
 
The distribution of tiles concerning types and colours 
will depend on the number of players, as shown in 
these tables: 
 
2P L I T Total 
Per player 4 3 2 9 
Green (neutral) 7 6 5 18 

 
3P L I T Total 
Per player 3 2 2 7 
Green (neutral) 6 6 3 15 

 
4P L I T Total 
Per player 2 2 1 5 
Green (neutral) 7 4 5 16 

 
 
 
 

GOAL 
 

The players will try to lead their wagons beyond their 
opposite end of the board, by following the paths the 
platforms’ rails allow.  

 
SETUP 
 
The board is set between the players, each one 
choosing a side which her wagons will start from. In 
the 2-player mode, each one will pick 4 wagons in 
the same colour (red or blue). In the 3 or 4-player 
mode, each player will pick only 3. Then the players 
will pick the tiles corresponding to their colour.  
 
The tiles’ layout will follow an order as shown below, 
taking into account that the printed squares cannot 
be covered.  
 
1. The green tiles are set randomly and face down on 
the squares of the board. These tiles do not belong to 
any player (they are ‘common’) and can be 
subsequently used (rotated) by all of them. 
 
2. Players alternate turns to set the tiles of their 
colour on the board (i.e. red player sets a red tile, 
blue player sets a blue tile and so on till all the tiles 
are deployed), this time in sight and strategically, in 
a way that the rails end up parallel to the board grid. 
It is not allowed to set tiles in the same colour (this 
rule does not apply to green, obviously) 
orthogonally adjacent to one another.  
 
3. Also on alternate turns, the players turn the green 
tiles ‘face up’, with the direction they prefer. 
 
4. Last, the Rock is set on the central square.  
 
At the beginning, the wagons of every player are set 
on the starting areas (coloured frames next to the 
board) matching their colour.  

 

 
 

Setup example 
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HOW TO PLAY 
 

On her turn, every player can do three actions at 
most. The starting player will have just two actions 
on the first turn. 
 
There are no restrictions as to the order the players 
choose to carry out their actions save for one: if the 
Rock is moved, this has to be the last action of the 
player’s turn. 
 
As available actions, a player can: 
 
- Place a wagon on the board. This action involves 
picking a wagon from outside the board and setting it 
on any square of the first line (the closest to the 
player) provided that the corresponding tile allows the 
frontal access. These important tiles are called ‘the 
entering squares’. 

 

 
 

Example: A white wagon enters the board 
 

- Move a wagon on the board following connected 
rails. This movement must end when an obstacle 
(another wagon, the Rock) or a dead end is found, 
but the player can stop it, if desired, on any foregoing 
tile. In case a player, by means of this action, 
accomplishes to take a wagon beyond her opposite 
end of the board, that wagon has reached its goal 
and is removed from the game.  

 

 
 

Example of movement 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Important: the board will be considered a continuum 
laterally, i. e., a wagon can leave the board via a 
lateral side and enter the opposite side through the 
same line as long as the corresponding tiles let it so. 
If a wagon leaves the board this way it must enter 
again immediately (it cannot stay outside the board). 
For a 3 or 4-player game, note that a ‘side’ for one 
player can be the ‘end’ for another.  

 
- Return a wagon to its starting area (coloured frame 
outside the board) if the assembled paths allow it so. 
On subsequent turns, the player can put the wagon 
in play again using any available ‘entering squares’. 

 
- Rotate an empty (not occupied) tile (it has to be 
green or owned by the player) in any direction 
provided that the rails end up parallel to the board 
grid.  

 
- Move the Rock as if it were a wagon. The Rock is 
an enormous stone which only purpose is blocking. It 
may be moved, following the permitted paths, by any 
player but cannot ever return to the central square. 
The Rock will cut off the way of any wagon and vice 
versa. 

 
These actions are under the following restrictions:  
 
- It must be used, at least, one wagon on every turn.  
 
- The same tile cannot be rotated twice on the same 
turn. 
 
- The same wagon cannot be used twice on the 
same turn.  
 
- The central square, +, may be traversed at any time 
by the Rock or the wagons but never be occupied 
(with the exception of the Rock’s initial position).  
 
HOW TO WIN 

 
Every time a player’s wagon leaves the board via the 
opposite end*, it is considered that the dwarf who 
leads it has managed his goal and the wagon is 
removed from the board. The first player to do this 
with all of her wagons wins the game. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*- White’s opposite end is Yellow, Red’s opposite end 
is Blue, and vice versa. 


